
 

 

 

 

 

          www.cubrunarchers.org 

       Facebook = Cubrunarchers 

  

      Upcoming Events:  

Next Meeting  
April 3, 11:00 AM 
 

    VBA 75th Anniversary 
Awards Banquet 
April 2 19:00 
Pano’s Restraunt 
Harrisonburg, va 
 

   Prince William Archers 
 Field & Hunter Pin Shoot 
  April 10, 08:00 AM 
 
  Belvoir Bowhunters (BBH)   
         3-D Pin Shoot 
  April 10 9AM -12PM 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Newsletter for the 

Cub Run Archers 

March  2016 

The Busybody 
President  
Please do not prop the door open to to the range area and raise the heat to 80 
degrees! This is incredibly expensive. Also the Men's room is filthy. Please mind 
your aim. 
 
Sign up sheets will be on the board for another Field Dressing and Butchering 
class, Wilderness First Aid, Back Country Camping, Bow Tuning and Turkey 
Calling.   
 
Target 16 shall not be used until corrective safety measures are completed. The 
members will be advised when these are complete.  
 

Secretary:   
I have been informed that a nearly full bottle of Nitroglycerin tablets was found 
yesterday on the deck of the Indoor range. As this may be a very important heart 
medicine for someone, Please contact me if you know to whom it belongs. Thanks. 

 
Indoor Archery   
66 Shooters for the Indoor Star FITA. The event was a complete success. Dan 
Roberts has also sent a notice to his considerable contact list about our upcoming 
3D shoot.  

 
Social Director:  
There will be a luncheon after the meeting on April 3rd. 

 
Range Captain:  
We need to paste paper targets for the Pin shoot. Please contact Smitty if you can 
help with that. The new block targets for the crossbow station will be placed soon. 
Watch for a work party announcement next month. 

 
AFC Archery Director: 
We had 13 attendees at the archery 101 on the 13th. 
 

 
Youth/Public Relations/Membership Director: 
Boy Scouts will use the Outdoor range on April 16th from 12-3pm.    
 
 
 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VBA Representative:  
Travel Mugs and VBA commemorative knives are still available. Please see Red.   

 
Vice President: 
WINTER CLASSIC SHOOT 
 
On Sunday, March 20, Cub Run Archers held its annual Winter Classic 3-D shoot.  
The weather for the shoot was not ideal, cloudy with a high of about 42 degrees and 
breezy.  However, this was better than what the weather bureau had predicted all 
week for the day, which was a 100% chance of precipitation all day and a mixture of 
rain and snow.  It turned out that this mess showed up on Saturday, the day we set 
the course up, and was predominately rain.   
 
We did have a good turn-out with a total of 55 shooters.  This does not compare 
favorably with the Winter Classic turn-out in 2015 of 74 shooters but that was off 
the wall.  Normal participation for this shoot usually runs in the low to mid forties so 
we had a good day.  High score for the day was 268 out of a possible 280.  We had 
50 adult shooters (aka paying customers) and 5 cubs.   
 
I would like to acknowledge the assistance that I had to run this shoot and for those 
that helped paste hunter and field targets so that we had spot targets to post the range 
after the 3-D targets were put back to sleep until the Buckbuster in September.  
Those that assisted in this endeavor were: Justice Purcell, Bob Walla, Marvin Hicks 
and Bella (Bella didn't actually move any targets but helped keep Marvin on the 
straight and narrow which was helpful), Jim Smith, Chris Rose, Anthony Rose, 
Mike Cinnamon, Jim Kerrigan, Ed Hovanesian, Dick Riemer, Gilbert Ramey, Jim 
Gibson, Barry Henningsen and my ever faithful kitchen crew of Terri Perry, Linda 
Riemer and Debbie Henningsen.   
 
Thank you very much one and all for your assistance with this shoot and your 
dedication to the success of Cub Run Archers.  Dd 
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ATTENTION TRADITIONAL BOWHUNTERS 

In case you were not aware, there is an organization in Virginia that is focused on 
and dedicated to bowhunters who use traditional equipment in all its various forms.  
Information (including a fact sheet, shoot schedule, membership application, 
newsletter and constitution/bylaws) can be found on their web site at 
www.tradbowva.webs.com. 

You will find the TBV is an energetic group of individuals who celebrate the special 
challenges of using traditional equipment in target sports and hunting.  The TBV has 
been around for more than 20 years but recently is making a strong push to increase 
membership across the state.  It is a not-for-profit organization, operates on a low 
budget so the membership fee is nominal and has a close relationship with the VBA 
– for example, most of the TBV shoots are held on VBA club ranges. 

The TBV conducts 3-D shoots at archery ranges across the state, has a summer 
picnic/fun shoot and when possible joins together in small/informal groups for hunts 
in Virginia and elsewhere.  The activities are always focused on fun and not 
competition. For example, at shoots the TBV does not record scores although 
individual members are welcome to compete against themselves for personal best 
results. Members frequently score according to their interpretation of whether the hit 
would result in a “hunting kill” and not rely on the score indications etched in the 
animal. 

If you use traditional gear or are just interested in talking with someone about 
traditional archery, visit the web site and contact one of the officers or attend an 
event. 
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WILDFIRE DANGER HIGH! No Outdoor 
Burning Before 4 PM Until April 30 

 

REMEMBER- Only YOU can prevent forest fires! 

All outdoorsmen are reminded that the “4 PM Burn Law” is in effect from 

February 15 until April 30 to help prevent forest fires. The law bans all open air 

burning, including campfires, before 4 PM if your fire is within 300 feet of the 

woods, brush, or dry grass which can carry the fire to the woods. You are allowed to 

burn debris or have campfires between 4 PM and midnight, as long as you take 

proper care and precaution and attend your fire at all times. 

“This law is one of the most effective tools we have in the prevention of wildfires,” 

advised wildfire officials at the Virginia Department of Forestry (VDOF). “Each late 

winter and early spring, downed trees, branches and leaves become ‘forest fuels’ that 

increase the danger of a forest fire. By adhering to the law, people are less likely to 

start a fire that threatens them, their property and the forests of Virginia.” A violation 

of this law is a Class 3 misdemeanor punishable by up to a $500 fine. In addition to 

the criminal violation, those who allow a fire to escape are liable for the cost of 

suppressing the fire as well as any damage caused to others’ property. 
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 The Myth of Mountain Lions in Virginia 

Photo by Hayden 
England. 

More and more images appear as photo attachments to emails claiming to have been 
taken in Virginia. With some detective work they are often debunked as photos from 
a western state that are now making the internet circuit, maybe even more than once. 
While these reports are popular and receive a lot of “shares” on social media, no big 
cats have been found to exist here in Virginia. 

Mountain lions existed statewide at the time of European settlement, but presumably 
were extirpated from the state by the 1880’s. According to Handley and Patton’s 
“Wild Mammals of Virginia” published in 1947, the last Virginia mountain lion was 
killed in Washington County in 1882. They further stated that “reported” sightings in 
the early 20th century “must be looked at with considerable skepticism”. 

The September 2009 issue of National Geographic showed the current confirmed 
range of cougars. Except for the Florida Panther, the closest confirmed wild cougars 
appear to be (at that time) in Michigan, Wisconsin, Arkansas and western Louisiana. 
The cats do appear to be expanding their range eastward in recent decades. 

On average, DGIF has received approximately 3–4 sightings of large cats a month in 
recent years. To date, none of these reports have been substantiated by a photo, 
carcass or track. When we reviewed these reports, as many as 25% are of a large 
black cat. There is no reported melanistic phase of cougars or pumas in the literature. 
Those few instances where the information appears credible, investigation by staff 
has always confirmed the animal to be a bobcat, black bear, domestic cat or dog. 

It is commonly known that in the western U.S. where mountain lions are hunted they 
are often pursued by hounds, because they are known for “treeing” relatively easily 
during such a chase. Estimates of as many as 70,000 hunters in Virginia use hounds 
to chase black bears, raccoons, bobcats, and foxes. During these various hunting 
seasons, that exist across many months throughout the year, mountain lions have 
never been treed. 
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 Monitoring wildlife populations with archery hunter observation data is a tool used 
by many states and provides a reliable index to population trends. Since the 
inception of the bowhunter survey more than 360,000 bowhunter hours have been 
logged in the field with no cougar observations. 

Lastly, a common technique to document elusive species is the use of trail cameras. 
From 1997-2001, Shenandoah National Park personnel utilized numerous trail 
cameras, which had been baited with deer carcasses, in an effort to document the 
presence of coyotes. Hundreds of pictures were obtained of black bears, bobcats 
and raccoons, as well as some coyotes, but no big cats. 

The bottom line: While they do appear to be colonizing some of their former range 
by expanding eastward—most recently lone cats have been documented in 
Tennessee—the NGS and DGIF do not believe that mountain lions currently exist 
in the Commonwealth. 

Revised from: “Big Cats in Virginia”: The Facts Ain’t Lion, Virginia Wildlife, 
February 2011, by David Kocka and Dr. Bill McShea. David Kocka is a District 
Wildlife Biologist in the Shenandoah Valley and Dr. Bill McShea is a Wildlife 
Ecologist at the Smithsonian’s Conservation Ecology Center in Front Royal, VA. 

Posted on March 25, 2016 at 12:33 PM 

The Virginia Bowhunters Association (VBA) has a new 
Facebook site.   
 
To view this site, go to: 
 http://m.facebook.com/VBA-Virginia-Bowhunters-Association-
1686388611602197/.   
 

VBA supports all archers and bowhunters in the Commonwealth of 
Virginia.  We welcome everyone to this new Facebook. 
 

Our site will be a place to allow VBA Archers across the Commonwealth to share stories, experiences, tips, and 

events related to Archery and  Bowhunting.  To that end, Clubs who have their own Facebook site can link to the 

VBA site, so that when a post is made to your Club Facebook page, it is replicated to our VBA page as well.   For 

those Clubs that don’t have a Facebook page, you can use the VBA page to post happenings at your club and get the 

word out about your upcoming events! 

Unlike news letters or the Flight, the Facebook is more for sharing in real time – someone shoots a Robin Hood at a 

tournament, they can take a picture with their cell and immediately post it to our VBA Facebook page to share with 

others.  For those clubs who are hosting the State Indoors this weekend, I hope you will post pictures archers 

competing at your club and share them. 
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Spring Gobbler Forecast Good for 2016

Spring gobbler season 
is the perfect time to take a youth or novice hunting as the adventure is both challenging 
and rewarding. In addition to hunting skills, mentors teach life lessons that the novice can 
use throughout their lives as we pass on our treasured hunting heritage and traditions to a 
new generation. During the Youth/Apprentice Day last spring, nine year old Cole Dalton of 
Cartersville, shot his first turkey in Goochland County with a crossbow. The big gobbler 
had a rare 'triple-beard'. Proud Dad, Jason Dalton noted that Cole had practiced a lot with 
the new crossbow and his patience and persistence paid off. 

Virginia’s abundant population of wild turkeys entices many hunters to venture into 

the woods each Spring when the sound of the male turkey, or gobbler, fills the air. 

This year the Spring Gobbler Season in Virginia runs from April 9 to May 14, 

2016. The special Youth-Apprentice Turkey Hunt Weekend is  April 2-3, for 

youth age 15 and under or Apprentice license holders regardless of age. Youth 

hunters between the ages of 12-15 must have appropriate valid hunting licenses. 

Hunters under the age of 12 are not required to have a license, but must be 

accompanied by a licensed adult. See the Department’s website or Hunting & 

Trapping in Virginia Regulations and Information digest for more information on 

Hunter Education requirements. The Youth–Apprentice turkey hunt is a great way 

for an experienced hunter to introduce a youngster to the great outdoors. 

“Getting close, but not too close, is one of the golden rules of spring gobbler 

hunting.” 
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Remember Safety First!  Because turkeys have both keen hearing and sharp 
eyesight, camouflage is worn by hunters. It is essential for every hunter to positively 
identify their target and the area beyond their target, before pulling the trigger. Most 
hunting fatalities are the result of the hunter not making sure of his or her target. Read 
more safety tips on the National Wild Turkey Federation Website and be safe and 
have fun! 

There are several special hunting and skill building events throughout the spring 
gobbler season.  Visit the following links for full details: 

 March 28:  Turkey Hunting Class in Staunton, Contact Linda Layser. 
 April 2-3:  Youth/Apprentice Spring Turkey Hunting Weekend 
 April 15-16: Second Annual One Shot Turkey Hunt, Richmond 
 April 16:  Central VA Chapter NWTF Women in the Outdoors Turkey Hunt, 

Charlottesville, contact  Emily Beasley for registration. 
 April 16-24: NWTF “Take a Woman Hunting Week”, contact Julie 

Abel  WITO Coordinator for info. 

How Close Can I Get?	

 
From the Pages of Virginia Wildlife 

By Gary Norman 

Getting close, but not too close, is one of the golden rules of spring gobbler hunting.  
But estimating the distance to a ‘talking’ Tom can be challenging, and getting too 
close can end a hunt if you bust a bird from his roost or location.  It’s easy to be 
fooled if the bird is moving away from you, the terrain is rough, or leaves suddenly 
blanket the forest canopy.  Regardless of the reason, avid turkey hunters have likely 
busted a bird and wondered if that bird has moved on to new territory? 

The Department recently completed a study of survival rates, hunting harvest rates, 
and cause-specific mortality on gobblers in two study sites in Virginia: one site in the 
southwest and a second in the eastern Piedmont. 

(continued on next page) 
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During the first phase of the study we monitored the distance 40 gobblers moved 
between their roost sites.  During the second phase, we randomly selected half of 
the birds and used our telemetry equipment to locate and flush these birds from 
their roost. Again, we determined the distance the flushed birds moved to their 
next roost site and compared that to the control birds that were not flushed.  Our 
experiment took place during the week prior to our spring gobbler season, to avoid 
hunters afield and vice-versa. 

Our results were amazing. They demonstrated that the movements of mature 
gobblers in the spring can be complex and not always predictable.  During phase 
one and the control days of phase two, we found gobblers moved an average of 
1,010 yards between roosts (not flushed).  Obviously, some birds had staked out 
their “strutting grounds,” as their movements between roosts were slight (60 
yards).  One control (not flushed) bird moved 2.3 miles between roost sites!  In 
phase two, the birds that were flushed moved an average of 1,307 yards between 
roost sites. This suggests flushed birds moved about 300 yards, or 29 percent, 
more than control birds.  As in phase one, we had flushed birds that stayed home 
(moved <100 yards) and one bird that moved 2.9 miles to his next roost site! 

TARGET SHOOTING TIPS TO IMPROVE YOUR AIM 
Mastering archery is a matter of focus, good instruction and technique. It’s 
important to review the fundamentals periodically even if you have years of 
experience shooting. Whether you’re just starting out or a veteran of the sport, here 
are some basic tips to elevate your performance. 

TEST YOUR ANCHOR POINTS 
The anchor point is the point which the bow is pulled back to prior to firing. 
Consistency and precision here are both very important. If you’re just getting your 
feet wet with archery, you’ll want to experiment with your anchor points to find the 
position that works the most consistently for you. Common anchor points are to 
place the hand that pulls the string under the cheek bone on that side and to pull the 
string to the tip of your nose. Again, you’ll want to experiment to find a position 
that you’re both comfortable and also repeatedly accurate with. Learning the 
balance of your anchor point is the key to keeping your groupings tight and 
accurate. 
Consistency in bow positioning is just as important as consistency in locating your 
anchor point. Put some sort of identifying information on your bow so you know 
that it’s yours when shooting in a group. Keep your hand in a consistent position 
when gripping the bow. It’s important not only to hold the bow at the same point 
every time you fire, but to also have a moderate level of grip. Gripping too tightly 
changes the angle of your shot slightly, but gripping it too loosely will reduce 
power. Keep your grip firm yet relaxed. It should always feel comfortable and 
natural, not tight and tense. 

 

 

(Continued on next page)
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PROPER POSTURE 
As in other sports, posture is important as it directly influences your aim. Proper 
stance will increase your accuracy and power and make it easier to locate your 
anchor points. When shooting, your feet should be perpendicular to the target and 
just a bit less than shoulder width apart. Always check your stance before raising 
the bow and finding your anchor point. It may seem simple, but proper stance alone 
is half the battle. 

PRIOR TO SHOOTING 
Your stance is good, you’re gripping your bow correctly and you consistently find 
your anchor points. Now you’re ready to shoot and hit the target. Shots should 
never be rushed, however, even if you feel every other aspect of your form is 
perfect. Your brain needs time to process the complex physics involved in shooting. 
Focus on your target and concentrate for at least ten seconds before releasing the 
shot. It’s important to train yourself to do this as it’s easy to become nervous or 
impatient and release a shot hastily. Simply being patient and giving yourself 
enough time to concentrate and focus can actually be one of the most challenging 
obstacles for those new to archery. Commit to focusing on the target for at least ten 
seconds and you will see major improvements in your accuracy. 

FOLLOW THROUGH 
The old adage “keep your eye on the ball” can be adapted to apply to target 
shooting too. After firing it may be tempting to drop the bow and look elsewhere to 
relieve the tension of shooting. But you should stay in your stance. Keep the bow 
up and keep your focus on the target until the shot has landed. While it may seem 
pointless, this is a habit that will improve your aim and keep it steady over time. If 
you get in the habit of dropping the bow and breaking your stance immediately 
after shooting, you may start unconsciously dropping the bow a little too early. You 
can check yourself on this by having a friend or instructor watch you shoot, or bring 
a video camera and tape yourself. A camera can always impartially reveal flaws 
that a human eye might miss (or that a friend might not feel comfortable telling you 
about.) 

RELAX AND ENJOY! 
While it can be competitive, always remember that archery is a hobby that you 
engage in for fun, enjoyment and release of stress. Relaxing and not stressing out 
will not only enhance your enjoyment of the sport but it will actually improve your 
accuracy and power. If you teach your body to be relaxed and natural when 
shooting, you won’t experience any of the subtle problems that come from tension. 
If you’re just starting out with the sport, don’t overtrain. If you’re not planning on 
shooting competitively, there’s no good reason to have a grueling training schedule 
like you’re preparing for the summer Olympic games. So keep it relaxed and enjoy 
and you’ll find yourself a better shooter in the end! 

 

 



 

2015 VBA Shoot Schedule Cards 

New(2015) VBA shoot schedule cards are available next to the desk in the living room area of the indoor range. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Upcoming Shoots and Activities 

Saturday, April 02, 
2016 01:00am 

VDGIF Youth & Apprentice Spring Turkey 
Hunting Weekend 

 

Saturday, April 02, 
2016 08:00am - 
12:00pm 

Staunton River Archery Club 3-D Trophy Shoot Staunton River 
Archery Club 

Saturday, April 02, 
2016 - Sunday, April 
03, 2016 08:00am -
 12:00pm 

Staunton River Archery Club 3-D Trophy Shoot Staunton River 
Archery Club 

Saturday, April 02, 
2016 05:00pm 

VBA 75th Anniversary Awards Banquet Pano's Restaurant 

Sunday, April 03, 
2016 09:00am 

VBA Quarterly Meeting Harrisonburg 
Holiday Inn 

Friday, April 08, 
2016 - Sunday, April 
10, 2016 08:00am 

IBO Spring Nationals  

Saturday, April 09, 
2016 06:00am 

VDGIF Spring Turkey Season Opens  

Saturday, April 09, 
2016 - Sunday, 
April 10, 2016 
08:00am - 10:00am 

Walton Park Bowhunters 3-D Pin Shoot Walton Park 
Bowhunters 

Sunday, April 10, 
2016 08:00am - 
01:00pm 

Massanutten Archery Club (MAC) Field & 
Hunter Shoot 

Massanutten 
Archery Club 

Sunday, April 10, 
2016 08:00am 

Pr. William Archers Field & Hunter Pin Shoot Prince William 
Archers 

Sunday, April 10, 
2016 09:00am - 
12:00pm 

Belvoir Bowhunters (BBH) 3-D Pin Shoot Belvoir 
Bowhunters 

Saturday, April 16, 
2016 - Sunday, April 
17, 2016 08:00am 

VBA State 3-D Spring Classic (Marked) - 75th 
Anniversary 

 

Saturday, April 23, 
2016 08:00am 

Manahoac Bowmen 3-D Shoot Manahoac 
Bowmen 
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2015 VBA Shoot Schedule Cards 

New(2015) VBA shoot schedule cards are available next to the desk in the living room area of the indoor range. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Upcoming Shoots and Activities 

Sunday, April 24, 
2016 08:00am - 
01:00pm 

Singers Glen Bowbenders Field, Hunter & 3-D 
Trophy Shoot 

Singers Glen 
Bowbenders 

Sunday, April 24, 
2016 08:00am - 
01:00pm 

Two Rivers Archers Club (TRAC) Field & 
Hunter Pin Shoot 

Two River 
Archers 

Sunday, April 24, 
2016 08:00am - 
10:00am 

Walton Park Bowhunters Field Pin Shoot Walton Park 
Bowhunters 

Sunday, April 24, 
2016 09:00am - 
01:00pm 

Cub Run Archers Field & Hunter Shoot Cub Run Archers 

Sunday, April 24, 
2016 09:00am - 
12:00pm 

Kingsboro Bowmen Field (Pin) & 3-D (Trophy) 
Payback Shoot 

Kingsboro 
Bowmen 

Saturday, April 30, 2016 - 
Sunday, May 01, 2016 
08:00am - 12:00pm 

Sherwood Archers Annual Dogwood Field & Hunter Shoot 

Sunday, May 01, 
2016 08:00am - 
01:00pm 

Massanutten Archery Club (MAC) Field & 
Hunter Pin Shoot 

Massanutten 
Archery Club 

Saturday, May 07, 
2016 08:00am - 
12:00pm 

Staunton River Archers Field Trophy Shoot Staunton River 
Archery Club 

Saturday, May 07, 
2016 09:00am - 
11:00am 

Northern Virginia Archers (NORVA) Annual 
"Spring Fling" Field, Hunter & 3-D Pin Shoot 

Northern Virginia 
Archers 

Sunday, May 08, 
2016 01:00am 

Happy Mothers Day  

Friday, May 13, 2016 
08:00am 

Virginia Serior Games  

Saturday, May 14, 
2016 - Sunday, May 
15, 2016 08:00am -
 10:00am 

Walton Park Bowhunters 3-D Pin Shoot Walton Park 
Bowhunters 
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                                                                                  The Back Porch 
   The Busybody  
      c/o Red Bourdage 
        4217 Jackson Mill Rd 
        Haymarket, VA 20169 
 
       Send submissions to: 
       rjbourdage@comcast.net 
 
    Cub Run Archers 
      Club Officers: 
     President:   
      Bob Walla 
      Vice President:  
      Dave Dobbins 
 
      Secretary:  
      Robert D'Imperio 
 
      Treasurer:  
      Jim Kerrigan 
 
      Field Archery:   
      Dick Reimer 
 
      Range Captain:  
     Chris Rose 
 
      Indoor Archery:  
      Dave Gilbert 
 
      3-D: Joe Kieler 
 
      Youth, Public Relations:  
      Jim Smith 
       
      VBA Representative:  
      Red Bourdage 
 
      Social Director:  
     Terri Perry 
  

 

  

 

 

 


